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Understanding magnetic-field generation and amplification in turbu-
lent plasma is essential to account for observations of magnetic
fields in the universe. A theoretical framework attributing the ori-
gin and sustainment of these fields to the so-called fluctuation dy-
namo was recently validated by experiments on laser facilities in low-
magnetic-Prandtl-number plasmas (Pm < 1). However, the same
framework proposes that the fluctuation dynamo should operate dif-
ferently when Pm � 1, the regime relevant to many astrophysical en-
vironments such as the intracluster medium of galaxy clusters. This
paper reports a new experiment that creates a laboratory Pm � 1
plasma dynamo for the first time. We provide a time-resolved charac-
terization of the plasma’s evolution, measuring temperatures, densi-
ties, flow velocities and magnetic fields, which allows us to explore
various stages of the fluctuation dynamo’s operation on seed mag-
netic fields generated by the action of the Biermann-battery mecha-
nism during the initial drive-laser target interaction. The magnetic
energy in structures with characteristic scales close to the driving
scale of the stochastic motions is found to increase by almost three
orders of magnitude and saturate dynamically. It is shown that the
initial growth of these fields occurs at a much greater rate than the
turnover rate of the driving-scale stochastic motions. Our results
point to the possibility that plasma turbulence produced by strong
shear can generate fields more efficiently at the driving scale than
anticipated by idealized MHD simulations of the nonhelical fluctua-
tion dynamo; this finding could help explain the large-scale fields
inferred from observations of astrophysical systems.
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Cosmic magnetic fields play a dynamically important role1

in a myriad of astrophysical environments (1, 2). Under-2

standing how these fields attained such strengths is a long-3

standing question in astrophysics (3). Most physical processes4

thought to generate seed magnetic fields in initially unmagne-5

tized plasma, such as the Biermann battery mechanism (4),6

predict field-strength values in astrophysical settings that are7

far smaller than those observed (5, 6), necessitating the exis-8

tence of some mechanism for amplifying fields and maintaining9

them at their observed magnitudes (7, 8). One possible mecha-10

nism is the fluctuation dynamo, whereby stochastic motions of11

plasma lead to stretching, twisting and folding of magnetic-field12

lines (9, 10). In this dynamo, fields are amplified exponentially13

until their strength comes into approximate equipartition with14

the fluid kinetic energy, saturating growth.15

The fluctuation dynamo is best understood in the context 16

of resistive magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) thanks to both 17

analytical calculations (11–14) and simulations (15–25). In 18

resistive MHD, the fluctuation dynamo can only operate if 19

the magnetic Reynolds number Rm ≡ uLL/η – where L is the 20

length scale of driving stochastic motions, u� the characteristic 21

velocity of motions at a given scale �, and η the resistivity 22

of the plasma – is above some critical threshold, Rmc (26). 23

The precise value of this threshold depends on the magnetic 24

Prandtl number Pm of the plasma (21, 27, 28), defined by 25

Pm ≡ Rm/Re = ν/η (where Re ≡ uLL/ν is the fluid Reynolds 26

number and ν is the kinematic viscosity), as well as the Mach 27

number and driving mechanism of the stochastic motions (29). 28

If this threshold is surpassed, then any initially dynamically 29

insignificant magnetic field is amplified, and most rapidly so 30

near the resistive scale �η � L (for Pm � 1, �η ∼ η/u�η ; for 31
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Pm � 1, �η ∼ η/u�ν ). The nature of this amplification depends32

on Pm, because Pm determines the relative magnitudes of �η33

and the viscous scale �ν ∼ ν/u�ν , and thereby whether the34

stochastic fluid motions driving dynamo action are smooth or35

chaotic (27). The Pm � 1 regime is relevant to stellar and36

planetary dynamos, while the Pm � 1 regime is pertinent to37

hot, diffuse plasmas such as many astrophysical disks or the38

intracluster medium (ICM) (10).39

A fundamental question about the character of the fluctua-40

tion dynamo in resistive MHD concerns the rate of magnetic-41

field growth at a given scale. When the growing field is42

dynamically insignificant, its spectrum is peaked near the43

resistive scale (11, 14); magnetic fluctuations at this scale44

grow exponentially, at a rate proportional to the character-45

istic turnover rate γ�ν ∼ u�ν /�ν of motions at the viscous46

scale (for Pm � 1). For Kolmogorov turbulence, γ�ν greatly47

exceeds the characteristic turnover rate γL ∼ uL/L of the48

driving-scale stochastic motions. Once the magnetic energy at49

resistive scales becomes comparable to the kinetic energy at50

the viscous scale, MHD simulations indicate that the magnetic-51

energy spectrum changes, with the total energy continuing to52

grow – albeit secularly rather than exponentially – and the53

peak wavenumber moving to scales larger than the resistive54

scale (19, 23, 30). Whether the peak wavenumber ultimately55

moves to the driving scale of the motions depends on Pm:56

previous simulations of the Pm ∼ 1 dynamo (with non-helical57

flow) suggest that in the saturated state of the dynamo the58

peak wavenumber is a factor of a few larger than the driving59

wavenumber (22, 31), while for Pm � 1, an excess of energy60

remains near the resistive scale (19). Thus, whilst simulations61

of the fluctuation dynamo show that magnetic fields can be62

amplified very quickly at the resistive scale, dynamically sig-63

nificant fields on the driving scales only develop after many64

driving-scale eddy turnover times, or possibly not at all.65

With dynamo experiments now possible, we have a method66

for exploring both the requirements for, and the properties67

of, the fluctuation dynamo. Until recently, experimental in-68

vestigations of plasma dynamos were limited by the practical69

difficulty of realizing sufficiently large values of Rm in the70

laboratory (32–35). However, a recent laser-plasma experi-71

ment (36, 37) carried out on the Omega Laser Facility (38)72

demonstrated the feasibility of the fluctuation dynamo in a73

turbulent plasma at Pm < 0.5. In that experiment, a region74

of turbulent plasma was created by colliding two laser-plasma75

jets that had first passed through offset grids. The state of76

this region was characterized, and the magnetic Reynolds77

number Rm ≈ 600 was above the necessary threshold for the78

onset of the fluctuation dynamo in MHD. Magnetic fields were79

measured using both polarimetry and proton imaging, and80

the magnetic-energy density in the turbulent plasma a few81

turnover times after collision was found to be several orders82

of magnitude larger than that present during the turbulent83

region’s formation. Most significantly, this magnetic-energy84

density was a finite fraction of the turbulent kinetic-energy85

density, a key signature of the saturated fluctuation dynamo.86

In this paper, we report new experiments on the Omega87

Laser Facility, which employs a re-designed version of the plat-88

form described in (37) to create the first laboratory Pm � 189

fluctuation dynamo. As before, we used three-dimensional90

radiation-MHD simulations with FLASH (39, 40) to design91

and interpret the experiments – see Supplementary Informa-92
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Fig. 1. Experimental set-up. An annotated photograph of a target used in our
experiment. The laser-beam-driven foils are composed of CH plastic (i.e., 50%
carbon, 50% hydrogen by atom number) and are 3 mm in diameter and 50 μm in
thickness; attached to the front sides of each foil are 230 μm thick, 3 mm diameter
annular ‘washers’, also composed of CH plastic, with a 400 μm central hole. The
separation between the two opposing foils is 8 mm. The shields (which prevent direct
interaction between the front- and rear-side blow-off plasmas) are also CH plastic. CH
plastic cans attach polyimide grids to the foils; the grids themselves are 250 μm thick,
with a 3 mm diameter, 300 μm holes and 100 μm wires. The holes in the opposing
grids are chosen to be offset (see bottom right); grid A has a hole located at its center,
while grid B has crossing rods. Ten 500 J drive beams (individual pulse length 1
ns) with 351 nm wavelength and 800 μm focal spot size were applied to each foil,
configured to deliver a 10 ns staggered flat pulse shape with a total energy per foil of
5 kJ. The orientation of the Thomson scattering (TS) beam is denoted, as well as the
cylindrical scattering volume and collection direction. A D3He capsule is attached to
the target for the proton imaging diagnostic (see Materials and Methods for details):
fusion protons are generated by the capsule’s implosion, pass between the target
grids, and are detected via a CR-39 pack positioned as shown. For ease of reference
between figures, we have defined an (x, y, z) Cartesian coordinate system with axes
as shown, whose origin is at the target’s center.

tion for details. Also for the first time, by carrying out multiple 93

identical experiments, we are able to provide a time-resolved 94

characterization of this plasma dynamo’s evolution by measur- 95

ing spatially averaged electron and ion temperatures, densities, 96

flow velocities, and magnetic fields with a time resolution 97

smaller than the turnover time of the plasma’s driving-scale 98

stochastic motions. Such a characterization is an important 99

advance over our previous OMEGA experiment, which did 100

not measure the growth rate of magnetic fields. Finally, the 101

concerted analysis of the experimental data in tandem with 102

the simulation results enabled a thorough assessment of the 103

dynamo mechanism realized in our experiment. 104

Experimental Design 105

The experimental platform employed for the experiment (see 106

Fig. 1 for a schematic of the experimental target) gener- 107

ates a turbulent plasma in the following manner. Ten long- 108

pulse laser beams illuminate two opposing CH foils, creating 109

counter-propagating supersonic plasma jets. These jets then 110

pass through offset grids before colliding at the experimen- 111

tal target’s center. On collision, the jets coalesce, forming 112

an ‘interaction region’ of plasma (demarcated by two shocks) 113

whose density and temperature are significantly greater than 114

2 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.XXXXXXXXXX Bott et al.
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that of either jet. The inhomogeneity and asymmetry of the115

initial plasma-jet density and flow profiles gives rise to signifi-116

cant shearing motions in the interaction region; this facilitates117

Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) instabilities over a range of length118

scales, and thus significant stochasticity emerges in the flow119

profile as the interaction region develops. In contrast to the120

initial jet motion, stochastic motions in the interaction region121

are subsonic, because of their reduced characteristic speeds122

and the higher temperature of the plasma in the interaction-123

region (a result of compressive heating). At a given instant, we124

characterize this plasma using various experimental diagnos-125

tics: X-ray imaging for investigating the spatial distribution126

of the plasma in the interaction region plasma (see Section A),127

optical Thomson scattering for measuring the plasma proper-128

ties (Section B), and proton imaging for quantifying magnetic129

fields (Section C).130

Despite some similarities with the previous OMEGA ex-131

periment investigating dynamo processes (37), the design of132

the new experiment was different in a key regard. In order to133

realize a larger Pm, chlorine dopants previously introduced134

into the CH foils to enhance X-ray emissivity of the plasma135

were removed. Their presence in even moderate quantities was136

found to reduce initial plasma-jet velocities, cool the plasma137

radiatively and increase the effective ion charge; all three ef-138

fects in combination reduced Pm significantly. We also made139

a number of other improvements to the target’s design. The140

thickness of the grid wires was decreased to 100 μm, whilst141

the hole width was kept at 300 μm (see Fig. 1, bottom right).142

This change was made in order to deliver more kinetic energy143

to the interaction region and reduce the inhomogeneity of the144

interaction region’s global morphology arising from the asym-145

metry of the grids. Finally, rod supports connecting the grids146

to the CH foils were removed and the grids instead attached147

via CH ‘cans’ (see Fig. 1). This alteration provided both the148

X-ray framing camera and proton imaging diagnostics with un-149

obstructed views of the interaction region. Further discussion150

of these target modifications is given in (41).151

We also changed somewhat our methodology for diagnos-152

ing the plasma state. Instead of employing the Thomson-153

scattering diagnostic to measure polarization [as was done154

in (37)], we used it to measure the spectra of high-frequency155

fluctuations [the electron-plasma-wave (EPW) feature] as well156

as low-frequency fluctuations [the ion-acoustic-wave (IAW) fea-157

ture] concurrently. Furthermore, instead of the previous setup158

that measured the scattering spectrum in a small volume dur-159

ing a 1-ns time window, we employed a spatially resolved, 1-ns160

time-integrated set-up that measured the plasma parameters in161

a cylindrical region passing through the grids’ midpoint, with162

length 1.5 mm and a 50 μm2 cross-sectional area (see Fig. 1).163

This enabled us to measure simultaneously the values of a164

number of plasma parameters characterizing the interaction-165

region plasma: mean electron number density n̄e, fluctuating166

electron number density Δne, electron temperature Te, ion167

temperature Ti, inflow velocity ūin and small-scale stochastic168

velocity Δu. Removing polarimetry from this experiment did169

not inhibit our ability to measure magnetic fields, because we170

had previously validated the accuracy of such measurements171

obtained using proton imaging (42).172

In order to characterize the growth of the magnetic fields in173

our experiment with the requisite time resolution, we began to174

collect data prior to collision and continued to do so at 1.5-ns175

Fig. 2. X-ray self-emission prior to and at formation of the interaction region.
The featured sequence of X-ray images are taken on different experimental shots.
The first three images are adjusted to have the same color map, normalized to the
maximum pixel count (56 counts) of c); the final image is normalized to its own
maximum pixel count. We note that the absence of noise in d) is due to the much
higher signal-to-noise ratio. To aid interpretation of the images, a projection of the
target is superimposed in dark gray on each image. The respective timings (in ns) of
the images after drive-beam laser-pulse initiation are a) 23.0 ns, b) 24.5 ns, c) 26.0
ns, and d) 27.5 ns.

intervals (on different experimental shots). This time interval 176

was correctly anticipated to be less than half of the turnover 177

time of driving-scale eddies (∼4 ns), based on FLASH simula- 178

tions that were validated by our earlier experiment (36, 37). 179

Detailed specifications of the X-ray framing camera diagnostic, 180

the Thomson-scattering diagnostic and the proton-imaging 181

diagnostic are given in Materials and Methods. 182

Measurements 183

A. Measuring turbulence: self-emission X-ray imaging. With 184

the fixed X-ray framing camera’s bias employed in our exper- 185

iment (see Materials and Methods), we find that for times 186

� 25 ns, self-emitted X-rays from the individual plasma jets 187

are barely detectable (see Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b). However, 188

around 26 ns after the onset of the driving laser pulses, a 189

region of emission situated approximately halfway between 190

the grids emerges (Fig. 2c). 1.5 ns later, the total intensity of 191

the region is significantly higher (Fig. 2d). We conclude that 192

the two plasma flows collide and form the interaction region at 193

around 26 ns. Subsequent to the formation of the interaction 194

region, the size of the region of bright emission increases both 195

in the direction parallel to the ‘line of centers’ (that is, to 196

the line connecting the midpoints of grid A and grid B) and 197

perpendicular to it (see Fig. 3). Emission peaks 3 ns after 198

the interaction-region’s coalescence, before decaying away at 199

later times (first column of Fig. 3). Random fluctuations in 200

the detected X-ray intensity across the emitting region appear 201

concurrently with the peak emission (second column, Fig. 3) 202

and subsequently become clearly noticeable by eye. 203

In order to distinguish fluctuations in emission from global 204

inhomogeneities in the total self-emission from the interaction- 205

region plasma, we construct relative X-ray intensity maps 206

based on experimentally derived mean emission profiles (a 207

technical description of how these profiles are derived is given in 208

Bott et al. PNAS | February 1, 2021 | vol. XXX | no. XX | 3
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Fig. 3. The interaction-region plasma’s evolution. Self-
emission X-ray images of the interaction-region plasma. Each
image was recorded at the indicated time in a different experi-
mental shot. First column: absolute X-ray intensity images,
normalized to a maximum count value of 1,050 (the maximum
count value associated with the interaction-region plasma in
any of the images). Second column: X-ray intensity images
normalized by the maximum pixel value in the image. Third
column: mean emission profiles calculated from the far-left
column; the boundary denoted in red in each image is that
used to calculate the two-dimensional (2D) Gaussian win-
dow function discussed in the main text and the gray-scale
map is the same as in the far-left images. Fourth column:
relative X-ray intensity map calculated from the mean emis-
sion profile. Fluctuations with a positive value with respect to
the mean intensity are denoted in blue, negative in red, with
maximum and minimum values set at ±100% of the mean
value. Self-emission images for the FLASH simulations, as
well as mean emission profiles and relative X-ray intensity
maps associated with those images, are shown in Fig. S15 of
the Supplementary Information.

the Supplementary Information). The mean emission profiles209

calculated for the X-ray images shown in the first column of210

Fig. 3 are given in the third column of the same figure and211

the corresponding relative-intensity images are presented in212

the fourth column.213

Quantitative analysis of the X-ray images can be carried214

out by noting that the plasma jets are fully ionized even215

prior to collision (Te ≈ 180 eV), and so X-ray emission from216

the plasma during the interaction is dominated by free-free217

bremsstrahlung. Assuming a thermal distribution of particles,218

the bremsstrahlung spectral density εff
ω for a CH plasma is219

given by (43)220

εff
ω = 1.1 × 10−38Zeffn2

eT −1/2
e exp

(
− �ω

kBTe

)
ḡff erg cm−3, [1]221

where Zeff = (Z2
C + Z2

H)/(ZC + ZH) is the effective ion charge222

seen by electrons (ZH and ZC being the charges of hydrogen223

and carbon ions, respectively), ω the frequency of radiation,224

kB Boltzmann’s constant, and ḡff the velocity-averaged Gaunt225

factor. Since the interaction-region plasma is optically thin to226

X-rays detected by the framing camera, the measured (optical)227

intensity I on the CCD camera satisfies I ∝ ∫
ds

∫
dω εff

ωR̂(ω),228

where the integral is performed along the line of sight, and R̂(ω)229

is a function incorporating the (relative) frequency-dependent230

responses of both the X-ray camera filter and the microchan-231

nel plate (MCP) (see Supplementary Information, Fig. S1).232

Substituting Eq. [1] into this proportionality relation, we find233

I = I(ne, Te) ∝ ∫
ds n2

ef̂(Te), where234

f̂(Te) = Â
T

−1/2
e

∫
dω R̂(ω) exp

(
− �ω

kBTe

)
, [2]235

and Â is a normalization constant. The function f̂(Te) is 236

plotted in the Supplementary Information (Fig. S1b); its key 237

property is that for temperatures ∼300–500 eV (the character- 238

istic temperature of the plasma just after interaction-region 239

formation – see Section B), the measured X-ray intensity is 240

only weakly dependent on temperature. However, the X-ray 241

intensity is a sensitive function of the electron number density: 242

in short, our X-ray images essentially provide electron-density 243

measurements. 244

This conclusion is significant for several reasons. First, 245

the full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) of the emitting region 246

can be used as a reasonable measure of the width ln of the 247

interaction region, on account of its increased density compared 248

to either jet. Determining this width is essential for extracting 249

magnetic-field estimates from the proton-imaging diagnostic 250

(see Section C). Fig. 4a illustrates how this measurement is 251

carried out in practice: we consider three vertically averaged 252

lineouts of the mean emission profile, calculate the FWHMs of 253

these lineouts, and then estimate the error of the measurement 254

from the standard error of the FWHMs. The mean emission 255

profile is marginally more robust than the original X-ray image 256

for calculating ln because fluctuations distort the measured 257

maximum value of the vertically averaged profile. The resulting 258

values of ln are shown in Fig. 4c, in blue. Following an initial 259

decrease in value immediately after the two plasma flows collide 260

to form the interaction region, ln increases steadily over time. 261

Secondly, relative fluctuations δI in X-ray intensity (such 262

as those shown in Fig. 4b) are closely correlated with fluc- 263

tuations δne of electron density; indeed, for intensity fluc- 264

tuations that are small compared to the mean intensity Ī, 265

δI/Ī ≈ 2/ln⊥
∫

ds δne/n̄e, where ln⊥ is the perpendicular 266

4 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.XXXXXXXXXX Bott et al.
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extent of the interaction region (and we have assumed that267

δTe/T̄e � δne/n̄e, which is justified by the small Péclet num-268

ber of the interaction-region plasma: Pe ≈ 0.2). The root-269

mean-square (RMS) of the relative X-ray fluctuations therefore270

provides a simple measure of the onset of stochasticity in the271

interaction region. The increase in relative X-ray fluctuation272

magnitude (δI/Ī)rms shown in Fig. 4c (in red) illustrates273

that significant fluctuations develop in a 5-ns interval fol-274

lowing formation of the interaction region, after which their275

magnitude saturates at a finite fraction of the mean X-ray276

intensity of the region: δI � 0.3Ī. Under the additional as-277

sumption that density fluctuations are statistically isotropic278

and homogeneous (see Fig. S16 for a justification of this),279

and therefore contribute to the line-of-sight integral as a280

random walk provided many fluctuations are sampled, we281

find δne/n̄e � (ln⊥/Lint,n)1/2δI/2Ī, where Lint,n is the inte-282

gral scale of the density fluctuations in the plasma. Taking283

ln⊥ � 0.3 cm and Lint,n ≈ L ≈ 0.04 cm (corresponding to284

the grid periodicity), we deduce that δne/n̄e � 0.5. Thus, it285

follows that density fluctuations are not large compared to the286

mean density and thus the stochastic motions of the plasma287

are subsonic.288

Thirdly, under the same statistical assumptions, the power289

spectrum of the path-integrated density fluctuations derived290

from the X-ray intensity fluctuations can be directly related to291

the power spectrum of the density fluctuations (44). Because292

fluctuating density in a subsonic plasma behaves as a passive293

scalar (45), this in turn allows for the measurement of the294

velocity power spectrum (37). The result of such a calcula-295

tion applied to Fig. 4b is shown in Fig. 4d: the spectrum296

extends across the full range of resolved wavenumbers and,297

for characteristic wavenumbers 2π/L � k < kres = 127 mm−1,298

the spectral slope is consistent with the Kolmogorov power299

law, as expected for a turbulent, subsonic plasma (46).300

B. Measuring plasma parameters: Thomson-scattering diag-301

nostic. For experimental times approximately coincidental302

with the collision of the two plasma flows, and just after,303

clear scattering spectra at both low and high frequencies were304

obtained. Unprocessed IAW and EPW features for a sample305

time close to the formation of the interaction region are shown306

in Figs. 5a and 5b, respectively; the complete data set used307

for these results is given in the Supplementary Information308

(Fig. S2). Measurements of the bulk plasma parameters listed309

in Experimental Design were then derived at a given position310

by fitting the spectral density function (see Materials and311

Methods). We averaged the parameters obtained from fits at312

each position over the complete spatial extent of the observed313

IAW and EPW features. The time evolution of the physical314

parameters was obtained by repeating the experiment and315

firing the Thomson-scattering diagnostic at different times316

with respect to the activation of the drive-beam.317

The evolution of the average electron and ion temperatures318

in the Thomson-scattering volume is shown in Fig. 5c, density319

in Fig. 5d, and bulk and turbulent velocities in Fig. 5e.320

At 24 ns, the characteristic electron and ion temperatures321

were Te ≈ Ti ≈ 180 eV, the characteristic flow speed ūin ≈322

260 km s−1, and the mean electron number density n̄e ≈323

2.5 × 1019 cm−3. These values are similar to those previously324

obtained for a single plasma jet (37), a finding consistent with325

the observation from the X-ray imaging diagnostic that the326

two plasma flows have not yet collided to form the interaction-327

Fig. 4. Characterizing the interaction-region plasma using X-ray imaging. a)
Mean emission profile of an X-ray image, recorded 33.5 ns after drive-beam pulse
initiation, shown with regions used to calculate average one-dimensional (1D) parallel
profiles. One such profile, along with the half-maximum value, is also depicted.
b) Relative X-ray intensity map associated with mean emission profile given in a).
c) Root-mean-square (RMS) of relative X-ray fluctuations (in red) and the width
of the interaction region ln over time (in blue). The behavior of both quantities
in the FLASH simulations is also shown (red/blue curves). The dashed portion of
the curves correspond to times when the interaction-region plasma is not yet fully
collisional and so the simulations are not yet formally valid (see Supplementary
Information). To determine an error of the RMS fluctuation measurement, the RMS
values of fluctuations in images recorded at the same time are employed. d) 1D power
spectrum of the relative density fluctuations (red line), calculated from the relative
X-ray intensity map given in b). The error on the spectrum (pink patch) is determined
using the power spectrum of b) and the power spectrum of the relative X-ray intensity
map derived from the perturbed X-ray image at 33.5 ns equivalent to b) (cf. Fig. S7).

region plasma at this time (see Fig. 2). By contrast, 1.5 ns 328

later the electron and ion temperatures were found to be much 329

larger than their jet pre-collision values: Te ≈ Ti ≈ 450 eV. 330

The measured mean electron number density also increased to 331

n̄e ≈ 8×1019 cm−3. In fact, a range of densities were observed, 332

with Δne ≈ 2 × 1019 cm−3, suggesting chaotic motions. For 333

a measured characteristic sound speed of cs ≈ 220 km s−1, 334

this range of densities implies small-scale stochastic velocities 335

Δu ≈ 55 km s−1 (see Materials and Methods). Assuming 336

Kolmogorov scaling for the random small-scale motions – as 337

is consistent with the spectrum in Fig. 4d – the characteristic 338

velocity u� at scale � satisfies u� ∼ urms(�/L)1/3. Because the 339

dominant contribution to Δu arises from stochastic motions 340

with scale comparable to the Thomson scattering cross-section 341

width lTS ≈ 50 μm, we conclude that Δu ≈ ulTS , and so 342

urms ≈ 110 km s−1. 343

In the 3-ns interval subsequent to the two plasma flows 344

colliding to form the interaction region, the ion temperature 345

increased above the electron temperature (Ti ≈ 600 eV), before 346

both fell to lower values (Te ≈ Ti ≈ 400 eV). The mean 347

electron number density increased monotonically over the same 348

interval, with a final measured value of n̄e ≈ 1.8 × 1020 cm−3. 349

The relative magnitude of density fluctuations remained the 350

same (Δne/n̄e ≈ 0.25) over the interval. 351

At later times, no EPW feature was observed and the 352

IAW feature manifested itself erratically (see Fig. S3 in the 353

Supplementary Information). We believe that this was due 354

to the increased density of the interaction region (as well as 355

substantial density gradients) resulting in significant refraction 356
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Fig. 5. Time-evolution of interaction-region plasma parameters. a) Low-
frequency, spatially resolved spectrum (IAW feature) obtained at 27.2 ns. A sample
spectral fit (for the white highlighted region) is shown in the inset. b) High-frequency,
spatially resolved spectrum (EPW feature) and spectral fit (inset) obtained on the
same shot. c) Evolution of electron and ion temperatures over time in the Thomson
scattering volume. The experimental values for the electron (blue) and ion (red)
temperatures are shown as time intervals with vertical error bars. All values are
determined as described in the main text; errors for each time are determined by
regarding each spatially resolved measurement as a sample of the mean temperature
value for the interaction region, with the uncertainty on each sample determined
by the fit sensitivity. The results of the FLASH simulations (see the Supplementary
Material) for the electron temperature are shown as blue diamonds, those for the
ion temperature as red circles. d) Evolution of mean electron density n̄e (blue) and
the fluctuating density Δne (red) with time in the interaction region. Also shown are
experimental values of n̄e derived from the self-emission X-ray images (open blue
circles). The error bars are calculated in the same manner as for the temperature.
The blue curve shows the results of the FLASH simulations. e) Evolution of bulk flow
speed ūin (blue), sound speed cs (red) and turbulent velocity urms (black) with time
in the Thomson-scattering volume. Errors are calculated in the same way as those for
the temperature. Also shown are the results of the FLASH simulations for the bulk flow
speed (blue curve), turbulent velocity (black curve), and sound speed (red diamonds).
f) Evolution of the (bulk) fluid Reynolds number Rein ≡ ūinL/ν (red) and magnetic
Reynolds number Rmin ≡ ūinL/η (blue) over time. The kinematic viscosity ν and
resistivity ν are calculated using the formulae given in Table S2 of the Supplementary
Information. The input plasma state variables are the experimentally-determined
values in the Thomson-scattering volume and L = 400 μm; at later times (30 ns,
37.5 ns), Rein is instead calculated using an extrapolated density derived from the
X-ray measurements, and assuming Ti = Te. Errors are calculated in the same way
as those for the temperature. Also shown are the results of the FLASH simulations for
Rein and Rmin (red/blue diamonds).

of the Thomson-scattering probe beam. We were therefore357

unable to measure n̄e or Δne for times � 30 ns using the358

Thomson-scattering diagnostic. A reasonable estimate of n̄e359

can still be obtained, however, using the X-ray framing camera360

diagnostic. More specifically, assuming that the X-ray emission361

from the plasma is dominated by bremsstrahlung, we can362

estimate the mean electron number density n̄e(t1) at time t1363

in terms of the mean electron number density n̄e(t2) at time t2364

via the following relationship: n̄e(t1) ≈ n̄e(t2)[Ī(t1)/Ī(t2)]1/2,365

where Ī(t) is the mean measured intensity on the CCD at time 366

t. Thus, assuming a reference value for n̄e(t2) at t2 = 29.0 ns 367

(derived via linear interpolation from the Thomson-scattering 368

density measurements), we obtain the evolution profile shown 369

in Fig. 5d. The results imply that the density continues to rise 370

for ∼ 2 ns after the final Thomson-scattering measurement of 371

density is obtained, reaching a peak value n̄e ≈ 2.4×1020 cm−3
372

at t = 30 ns before falling slightly at later times. 373

We were still able to use the IAW feature to measure the 374

bulk flow velocity and the electron temperature in some spatial 375

locations at later times. The bulk flow velocity was found to 376

drop to ∼100 km s−1 at 30 ns. At 37.5 ns a similar value was 377

obtained but with a reversed sign; this is possibly due to the 378

Thomson-scattering diagnostic measuring the inflow velocity at 379

a position displaced from the line of centers, which could have 380

an opposite velocity. The electron temperature measured by 381

the Thomson scattering diagnostic remained ∼400 eV at later 382

times. However, this is due to heating of the interaction region 383

by the Thomson-scattering beam, which is significant at later 384

times because of the high densities and reduced temperatures. 385

We discuss this effect at greater length in the Supplementary 386

Information with the aid of FLASH simulations. 387

C. Measuring magnetic fields: proton-imaging diagnostic. 388

The 15.0-MeV proton images for our experiment are presented 389

as a time sequence in the top two rows of Fig. 6. The proton 390

image before the formation of the interaction-region plasma 391

(Fig. 6, 24.2 ns) shows little structure at the center of the 392

grids, which is consistent with the absence of significant mag- 393

netic fields. Around the time when the interaction region 394

forms, a moderate diminution of the proton flux is observed 395

in a central region between the grids (Fig. 6, 25.7 ns), with 396

characteristic magnitude Ψ similar to the mean proton flux 397

Ψ0: |Ψ − Ψ0| � 0.3Ψ0. In contrast, in all subsequent proton 398

images (beginning at t � 27.2 ns), order-unity variations in 399

the proton flux are measured (|Ψ − Ψ0| � Ψ0) whose structure 400

and position are (at least partially) stochastic – see Fig. 6, 401

27.2 ns, for an example. This is consistent with a dramatic 402

change in the morphology and strength of the magnetic field. 403

Further analysis can be performed by reconstructing di- 404

rectly from the measured proton image the (perpendicular) 405

path-integrated field experienced by the imaging proton beam 406

– quantities that are related via a well-known relation (47, 48). 407

Provided the gradients in the magnetic-field strength are not 408

so large as to cause the proton beam to self-intersect before 409

arriving at the detector, this relation leads to an equation of 410

Monge-Ampère type, the unique inversion of which is a well- 411

posed mathematical problem (49) and for which an efficient 412

inversion algorithm exists (48) (we refer to this algorithm as 413

the ‘field-reconstruction algorithm’). The results of applying 414

this algorithm to the proton images shown in Fig. 6 are pre- 415

sented in the same figure. The strength and morphology of 416

the reconstructed path-integrated fields after the jet collision 417

are quite different from those at collision, with peak values 418

reaching ∼8 kG cm (as opposed to ∼1 kG cm at collision) and 419

randomly orientated filamentary structures evident. 420

With the path-integrated magnetic field having thus been 421

determined, the correct method of estimating the characteris- 422

tic magnetic-field strength depends on the field structure. The 423

path-integrated field structures evident at early times (i.e., 424

Fig. 7a) are non-stochastic. We therefore follow a standard 425

method for analyzing proton images of non-stochastic mag- 426
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Fig. 6. 15.0 MeV proton images of interaction-region plasma,
and extracted path-integrated magnetic fields. The top two
rows show the proton images. Each image is approximately 300
× 300 pixels, with an effective pixel size of 12 μm; by compari-
son, the proton-source size is ∼40 μm. To prevent confusion, all
images are presented with the magnification removed. The grid
outline evident on the bottom left of each image is grid A, and the
top-right grid is grid B. The mean proton flux Ψ0 per pixel in these
images is ∼ 50 protons per pixel The bottom two rows show the
magnitude of the path-integrated perpendicular magnetic field,
extracted using the field-reconstruction algorithm. The method for
applying the field-reconstruction algorithm is as follows. We first
select a region of the proton image to analyze; this region is cho-
sen to be as large as possible, within the requirements of staying
inside the region of high detected proton flux between the grids,
maintaining an approximately rectangular shape, and choosing
a boundary that does not intersect regions with high proton flux.
We then embed the cropped region of proton flux inside a larger
rectangular region, whose size is chosen to be as small as possi-
ble while still containing the former region. Values of proton flux
are then systematically assigned to pixels outside the cropped re-
gion: these values are calculated by linearly interpolating between
the nearest actual pixel value and the mean flux of the cropped
region of protons. The resulting image is then subjected to a
Gaussian high-pass filter, with scale 0.1 cm. This image is then
processed with the field-reconstruction algorithm. Subsequent
to convergence of the algorithm, the path-integrated field is only
retained for pixels inside the original cropped region, with other
values removed via a Gaussian window function. These steps
are all necessary in order to prevent systemic errors affecting the
algorithm (48).

netic fields (50) and consider parameterized models of known427

three-dimensional magnetic-field structures. To motivate a428

relevant model for our experimental data, we invoke the ex-429

pected physical origin of the early-time magnetic fields in the430

interaction-region plasma: the action of the Biermann battery431

during the interaction of the drive-beam lasers with the tar-432

get’s foils. This process generates azimuthal magnetic fields in433

the plane perpendicular to the target’s line of centers that are434

opposite in sign for the two foils (51). These fields are then435

advected by the two counter-propagating plasma flows towards436

the midpoint between the two foils. We therefore consider two437

‘cocoon’ structures with magnetic fields of opposite sign, with438

their symmetry axis parallel to the line of centers.439

A simple parameterized model for a double-cocoon configu-440

ration considered in (52) takes the form441

B =
√

2e

[
B+

maxe− (z+�c)2

b2 + B−
maxe− (z−�c)2

b2

]
r

a
e− r2

a2 eφ , [3]442

where (r, φ, z) is a cylindrical coordinate system with symme-443

try axis z, B+
max is the maximum magnetic-field strength of444

the cocoon centered at z = −�c < 0, B−
max is the maximum445

magnetic-field strength of the cocoon centered at z = �c > 0,446

a the characteristic perpendicular size of both cocoons, b their447

characteristic parallel size, and eφ the azimuthal unit vector.448

It can be shown (see Supplementary Information) that, if449

a � b, then the path-integrated magnetic field associated with450

the double-cocoon configuration, when viewed at the θ = 55◦
451

angle with respect to its symmetry axis, as was done in our452

experiment (see Materials and Methods), is orientated predom-453

inantly perpendicularly to the direction of the line of centers454

projected onto the proton image, and its strength varies pre-455

dominantly in the parallel direction (viz., the path-integrated 456

field is quasi 1D). Both of these findings are consistent with the 457

observed structure at the point of maximum path-integrated 458

field (see Fig. 7b), validating our choice of model. 459

Having obtained a quasi-1D model for the path-integrated 460

magnetic field (which has four free parameters: B+
maxb, B−

maxb, 461

a and �c – see Supplementary Information), we compare it 462

with a lineout across the strongest path-integrated magnetic- 463

field structure (see Fig. 7b). Fig. 7c shows the lineout, as well 464

as the model with an optimized fit: B+
maxb = −0.31 ± 0.02 kG 465

cm, B−
maxb = 0.20 ± 0.02 kG cm, a = 270 ± 19 μm, and 466

�c = 131 ± 9 μm (here the errors in the model parameters 467

correspond to the 95% confidence intervals). The agreement 468

of the model with these parameters is reasonable, with an 469

adjusted R-squared value of 0.97. Further validation is pro- 470

vided in the Supplementary Information (Fig. S9). The 471

parameterized magnetic-field model itself has an additional 472

free parameter b to be determined; this is done by assuming 473

that the entire magnetic-field configuration is contained inside 474

the interaction-region plasma, and so b = �n/2 ≈ 0.01 cm. The 475

double-cocoon configuration for this choice of b is shown in 476

Fig. 7d. The mean magnetic-field strength associated with the 477

double-cocoon configuration can then be shown to be ∼6 kG. 478

This magnetic-field structure and its strength are reproduced 479

successfully by FLASH simulations, although significant small- 480

scale fields are also seen in the simulations that were not 481

detected experimentally (see Fig. S11). 482

For the stochastic path-integrated magnetic fields that 483

emerge after the jet collision (due to the interaction of the 484

initial seed fields with stochastic fluid motions), a different 485

approach is required: we assume statistically isotropic, ho- 486

mogeneous, tangled magnetic fields in the interaction-region 487
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Fig. 7. Path-integrated magnetic fields at the moment of the interaction-region
plasma’s coalescence. a) Magnitude of path-integrated perpendicular magnetic
field 25.7 ns after drive-beam pulse initiation. The three square regions in which
the average path-integrated field is evaluated have an edge length of 800 μm, and
are orientated at 35◦ to the horizontal axis of the path-integrated field map. The
center of the middle square region corresponds to the center of the proton image. b)
Component of the path-integrated magnetic field in the direction perpendicular to the
projected line of centers. This component is calculated from the full 2D perpendicular
path-integrated magnetic field. The arrow indicates the (positive) direction of the
chosen path-integrated field component. c) 1D lineout of the path-integrated field
component given in b) (black, solid line) calculated by averaging across its width
the semi-transparent rectangular region denoted in a). The path-integrated field
associated with model Eq. [3] is also plotted, using optimized parameters B+

maxb =
−0.31 kG cm, B−

maxb = 0.20 kG cm, a = 270 μm, and lc = 131 μm. The total
contribution is plotted (purple, dashed), as well as the individual contributions from
the cocoons nearer grid A (blue, dotted), and nearer grid B (red, dotted). d) Slice plot
(in the plane of basis vectors ŷ and ẑ) of Bx component associated with 3D double-
cocoon magnetic-field model given by Eq. [3], with the same model parameters as
shown in c), and b = 0.01 cm. The width of the plotted interaction region is obtained
from the X-ray image recorded at the equivalent time (cf. Fig. 2c).

plasma (an assumption verified in Fig. S10), which in turn488

allows for the unique extraction of the RMS magnetic field489

strength Brms via the following formula:490

B2
rms = 2

πlp

∫
dk kEpath(k), [4]491

where lp is the path length of the protons through the interac-492

tion region, Epath(k) is the 1D spectrum of a given of path-493

integrated field under normalization condition
∫

dk Epath(k) =494

(
∫

d2x B⊥)2
rms (48). We estimate lp at a given time using our495

measurements of the average interaction-region width ln de-496

rived from the X-ray imaging diagnostic, combined with the497

known angle θp ≈ 55◦ of the proton beam through the inter-498

action region with respect to the line of centers (see Materials499

and Methods): it follows that lp ≈ ln/ cos θp ≈ 1.7ln. We can500

then calculate the characteristic correlation length �B of the501

stochastic magnetic field via502

�B = 1
�pB2

rms

∫
dk Epath(k) [5]503

and determine the complete magnetic-energy spectrum EB(k)504

from Epath(k) via505

EB(k) = 1
4π2�p

kEpath(k) . [6]506

However, we caution that due to the likely presence of strong, 507

small-scale magnetic fields leading to self-intersection of the 508

imaging beam, the power spectrum at wavenumbers k � π�−1
B 509

determined via Eq. [6] is not a faithful representation of the 510

true magnetic-energy spectrum (48). We therefore focus on 511

measuring Brms and �B . We consider the three fixed regions 512

of the path-integrated magnetic field images introduced in Fig. 513

7a, and calculate Brms and �B for those regions. 514

The mean values of Brms and �B arising from each path- 515

integrated field image (and the errors on those measurements) 516

for the full time-sequence of path-integrated field images (see 517

Fig. 6) are shown in Fig. 8a. Brms jumps significantly in a 518

1.5-ns interval subsequent to collision, reaching a peak value 519

∼120 kG, before decaying somewhat, to around ∼70 kG. The 520

correlation length has characteristic value �B ≈ 0.01 cm for 521

all measured times, except at 38 ns. The FLASH simulations, 522

which give similar values for the magnetic-field strength, give 523

Fig. 8. Magnetic fields subsequent to formation of the interaction-region
plasma. a) RMS magnetic-field strength (red data points) and the bounds on the
maximum magnetic field (maroon band bounded by maroon data points) versus time,
as well as the correlation length �B (blue data points). We emphasize that the mean
and maximum field strengths at 25.7 ns are calculated differently than at the other
times, on account of the non-stochastic field structure (see Fig. 7). Also shown are
the evolution of the RMS magnetic field (red curve), maximum magnetic field (maroon
curve) and correlation length (blue curve) versus time given by FLASH simulations of
the experiment. The dashed portions of these curves correspond to times when the
plasma in the interaction region is not yet fully collisional and therefore the simulations
are not formally valid (see Supplementary Information). In addition, the RMS magnetic
field and correlation length determined from simulated proton images of the FLASH
simulations are shown as blue/red diamonds (see Fig. S26 of the Supplementary
Information). b) Evolution of energy densities in the plasma-interaction region versus
time. For times ≤30 ns, the bulk and turbulent kinetic energy densities are calculated
using the values of the plasma state variables derived from the Thomson-scattering
diagnostic; at later times, the plasma density required to calculate these energies
is determined using the X-ray imaging diagnostic. Also shown are the evolution of
the RMS magnetic energy (black curve), maximum magnetic energy (red curve) and
turbulent kinetic energy (purple curve) versus time for the FLASH simulations. The
dashed portions of these curves have the same meaning as in b). In both a) and b),
the experimental values are shown as time intervals with vertical error bars.
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a smaller value for the correlation length (�B ≈ 0.004 cm), a524

discrepancy discussed in Interpretation of Results.525

We can also calculate reasonable upper and lower bounds of526

the maximum magnetic-field strength realized in the stochas-527

tic field, via two different methods. For the lower bound,528

we note that the kurtosis of the path-integrated magnetic529

field will always be smaller than the kurtosis of the ac-530

tual magnetic field. Therefore, the ratio between the max-531

imum path-integrated field and the RMS path-integrated532

field will always be smaller than the equivalent ratio for533

the magnetic field: in other words, a reasonable lower534

bound is Bmax,l = Brms(
∫

d2x B⊥)max/(
∫

d2x B⊥)rms. The535

upper bound is derived by assuming that the maximum536

measured path-integrated magnetic field is obtained when537

the imaging protons cross just a single magnetic structure:538

Bmax,u = (
∫

d2x B⊥)max/�B. These bounds are shown in539

Fig. 8a. At the time corresponding to maximal Brms, we find540

310 kG < Bmax < 810 kG.541

Interpretation of Results542

We conclude that our experimental platform does produce543

a plasma that manifests stochastic motion across a range of544

scales. In spite of some uncertainty about the late-time phys-545

ical properties of the turbulent plasma, there exists a 4-ns546

time interval that starts from the formation of the interaction547

region and during which the plasma state can be thoroughly548

characterized by our experimental diagnostics. In this interval,549

we find that the plasma is fairly well described as classical550

and collisional (λe ≈ 10 μm, λCC ≈ 0.6 μm, λHC ≈ 16 μm,551

where λe, λCC, and λHC are the electron, carbon-carbon and552

hydrogen-carbon mean free paths respectively), so its transport553

coefficients can be estimated (see Supplementary Information)554

using collisional transport theory (53–55). Momentum trans-555

port in the plasma is dominated by hydrogen ions, on account556

of their long mean free path compared to carbon ions (56, 57),557

while heat transport is dominated by electrons.558

The time history of the fluid Reynolds number Rein =559

ūinL/ν and the magnetic Reynolds number Rmin = ūinL/η in560

our experiment (which are defined here using the inflow velocity561

ūin in order to enable comparisons between the state of the562

plasma both before and after the two plasma flows collide to563

form the interaction-region plasma) is shown in Fig. 5f. Prior564

to the collision of the plasma flows, Rein = (1.2 ± 0.6) × 103,565

which exceeds Rmin = 210 ± 60. However, after the formation566

of the interaction-region plasma, the rapid collisional shock567

heating of both ions and electrons simultaneously decreases the568

resistivity and enhances the viscosity, leading to the opposite569

ordering of dimensionless numbers: Rein = 280 ± 180 and570

Rmin = 890 ± 220, so Pm = Rmin/Rein = 3.1 ± 2.0. The571

characteristic velocity urms of stochastic motions is smaller572

than the in-flow velocity, and thus the fluid Reynolds number573

Re = urmsL/ν and magnetic Reynolds number Rm = urmsL/η574

of the driving-scale stochastic motions are somewhat smaller575

than Rein and Rmin: Re = 150 ± 110 and Rm ≈ 450 ± 220.576

We observe that at such Re, turbulence is not ‘fully developed’577

in the asymptotic sense. However, this is not necessary for578

the fluctuation dynamo to operate: the fluid motions need579

only be stochastic (19). Pm remains order unity for t � 30 ns;580

since the turnover time τL of the largest stochastic motions581

is τL = L/urms ≈ 4 ns, we conclude that the experimental582

platform does indeed produce a region of plasma with Pm � 1,583

which survives longer than the timescale on which the largest- 584

scale stochastic motions decorrelate. 585

We have measured the magnetic field’s evolution with time 586

in the interaction-region plasma, and found that field strengths 587

are amplified tenfold from their initial values during the 4-ns 588

time window after collision. Having measured both the mag- 589

netic field and dynamical properties of the interaction-region 590

plasma, we can compare the time history of the turbulent and 591

magnetic energy densities (see Fig. 8b). When the interaction- 592

region plasma initially coalesces, the turbulent kinetic en- 593

ergy density εturb ≡ ρu2
rms/2 = (1.7 ± 1.4) × 1010 erg/cm3 is 594

many orders of magnitude larger than the average magnetic- 595

energy density associated with seed Biermann fields [εB = 596

B2/8π = (1.2 ± 1.0) × 106 erg/cm3], implying that the latter 597

is not dynamically significant. However, 1.5 ns later, the rela- 598

tive magnitude of the magnetic energy is significantly larger: 599

εB/εturb = 0.015 ± 0.012. Furthermore, the FLASH simula- 600

tions of our experiment – which successfully reproduce the 601

evolution of hydrodynamic variables and exhibit dynamo ac- 602

tion that results in similar energy ratios – indicate that the 603

magnetic field at the end of the 4-ns time window is dynami- 604

cally significant in at least some locations in the plasma (see 605

Fig. S21). We therefore claim to have demonstrated the 606

operation of a fluctuation dynamo in a Pm � 1 plasma. 607

We can use the experimental data to infer the exponential 608

growth rate γ that would be consistent with the observed 609

evolution of the magnetic-field strength. Noting its value both 610

at collision (Bt=25.7 ns ≈ 6 kG) and 1.5 ns later (Bt=27.2 ns ≈ 611

86 kG), we find γ � 6.7 log (Bt=27.2 ns/Bt=25.7 ns) × 108 s−1 = 612

(1.8 ± 0.4) × 109 s−1 ≈ 4–12urms/L. This growth is more effi- 613

cient than that predicted by periodic-box MHD simulations 614

of the Pm ≈ 1 fluctuation dynamo with similar parameters, 615

in which γ ≈ 0.3–2urms/L (20, 21, 24, 25). We attribute this 616

discrepancy to strong shear flows in the interaction-region 617

plasma, directed parallel to the line of centers, in addition 618

to stochastic motions. While a 2D uni-directional shear flow 619

cannot account for sustained amplification of magnetic fields, 620

its coupling to other stochastic plasma motions (including 621

KH-unstable modes associated with the shear flow) can enable 622

dynamo action. On account of our approach for diagnosing 623

turbulence via side-on X-ray imaging of the interaction-region 624

plasma, we do not have a direct experimental measurement of 625

these shear flows; such a measurement might be possible in 626

future experiments utilizing alternative diagnostic approaches. 627

However, the FLASH simulations – which show exponential 628

growth of the field at a similar rate to that inferred from the 629

experimental data – support this interpretation (see Supple- 630

mentary Information): the RMS rate of strain of the simulated 631

velocity field, which follows the growth rate of the magnetic 632

energy, is comparable to the rate of strain of the directed 633

shear flows. Shear flows are common in astrophysical plasmas, 634

so enhanced magnetic-field amplification on account of their 635

interaction with turbulence may be relevant to astrophysical 636

systems such as galaxy clusters (58). 637

Another noteworthy finding of our experiments is the 638

characteristic scale of the amplified stochastic magnetic 639

fields, which is a factor of ∼2–3 times larger than is mea- 640

sured in periodic-box MHD simulations. The integral scale 641

Lint,B ≡ 4�B of the magnetic fields that we measure is 642

the same as the driving scale L of the stochastic motions: 643

Lint,B = 400 ± 80 μm ≈ 0.6–1.4L; the comparable value in the 644
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saturated state of periodic-box MHD simulations is robustly645

found to be Lint,B ≈ 0.3L at similar Rm and Pm (22, 25).646

The characteristic value of the integral scale obtained directly647

from the FLASH simulations of our experiment, in which the648

magnetic-energy spectrum evolves similarly in time to the649

previous periodic-box simulations (see Supplementary Infor-650

mation, Fig. S22), is also smaller than the experimentally651

measured value. Part of this apparent discrepancy is an arti-652

fact of technical issues that can inhibit accurate determination653

of the high-wavenumber tail of the magnetic-energy spectrum654

from proton-imaging data (see Fig. S23). Extracting path-655

integrated field maps from simulated proton images of the656

FLASH simulations and subsequently inferring the correlation657

length using the same approach applied to the experimental658

data, we find closer agreement (see Fig. 8a, blue diamonds),659

which suggests a possible overestimation of the correlation660

lengths attained experimentally. Yet some discrepancy in the661

inferred correlation length remains, particularly at early times.662

The robustness of this discrepancy is confirmed by direct anal-663

ysis of simulated proton images of the FLASH simulations664

(Fig. S24), or the magnetic-energy spectra inferred from both665

experimental and simulated path-integrated field maps (Fig.666

S25). This result is tantalizing, given the long-standing prob-667

lem of explaining the observed scale of tangled magnetic fields668

present in the ICM (59): current ICM simulations tend to669

predict magnetic fields at smaller scales than observed (60, 61).670

A simple possible explanation for why the characteristic671

scale of the magnetic fields in the FLASH simulations is smaller672

at early times than in our experiment arises from the presence673

of small-scale seed magnetic fields in the latter just after the674

jet collision that are not observed experimentally (see Section675

C). We attribute this difference to the fact that the results of676

a one-fluid MHD code such as FLASH are not a valid model of677

the interaction region before collisional thermalization between678

the two jets has occurred (which, as we show in the Supple-679

mentary Information, takes place by t ≈ 26.5 ns). Recent680

work (62) shows that the magnetic-energy spectrum and the681

correlation length associated with the dynamo-amplified fields682

are time-dependent functions of the initial spectrum of seed683

fields for the degree of magnetic-energy amplification we real-684

ize in our experiment. Thus the small-scale seed fields present685

in the FLASH simulations but not in the experimental data686

could cause the correlation length in the FLASH simulations687

to be smaller than in the experiment for a period post collision.688

Other possible explanations include additional physical pro-689

cesses that could arise due to the order-unity Hall parameter690

being attained subsequent to the seed field’s amplification (63),691

or differences in the mechanism of resistive dissipation between692

the experiments and the simulations enabling a more efficient693

inverse magnetic-energy cascade in the former (64).694

Finally, we note that the maximum measured ratio of εB to695

εturb – at t ≈ 28.7 ns, which is also the latest time at which such696

a measurement was successfully made in the experiment – is697

εB/εturb = 0.03±0.02. This value, which is also obtained (but698

not surpassed, even at later times) in the FLASH simulations,699

is a factor of a few smaller than that obtained for Pm ≈ 1 MHD700

simulation at saturation with comparable Reynolds numbers701

(εB/εturb ≈ 0.08) (25). There are two possible explanations702

for the lower measured values of εB/εturb in the experiment.703

First, the time at which this measurement is taken is less than704

a single driving-scale eddy turnover time after the turbulent705

plasma is formed; thus, it is likely that insufficient time has 706

passed for the saturated state of the fluctuation dynamo to be 707

obtained in the experiment. Second, due to conductive losses, 708

the plasma cools significantly for times � 30 ns, attaining 709

characteristic temperatures Te ≈ Ti ≈ 80 eV at t = 37.5 ns (in 710

the absence of heating by the Thomson-scattering probe beam 711

– see Supplementary Information). Since both Rm ∝ T
3/2
e and 712

Pm ∝ T
3/2
e T

5/2
i are sensitive functions of temperature, this 713

cooling results in a transition to a different parameter regime: 714

Rm ≈ 20, and Pm ≈ 10−3. This transition should inhibit 715

dynamo action, although to our knowledge, such a transition 716

occurring during the nonlinear phase of the fluctuation dynamo 717

has not been studied previously. 718

In summary, our experiment supports the notion that turbu- 719

lent plasma with Pm � 1 and sufficiently large Rm is capable 720

of amplifying magnetic fields up to dynamical strengths. Fur- 721

thermore, the time-resolved characterization provided by the 722

experiment has demonstrated that magnetic-field amplifica- 723

tion in the plasma occurs at a much larger rate than the 724

stretching rate associated with the outer scale of the turbu- 725

lent motions. This rate of growth is greater than is typically 726

obtained in periodic-box MHD simulations with equivalent 727

Mach number, Rm, and Pm, a finding that we attribute to 728

the presence of strong directed shears in the interaction-region 729

plasma. The characteristic scale of these fields is found to be 730

larger than anticipated by resistive-MHD simulations, includ- 731

ing our MHD FLASH simulations of the experiment, which 732

otherwise faithfully reproduce the plasma’s evolution. Both 733

findings suggest that the fluctuation dynamo – when operating 734

in realistic plasma – may be capable of generating large-scale 735

magnetic fields more efficiency than currently expected by 736

analytic theory or MHD simulations. 737

Materials and Methods 738

X-ray framing camera specifications. Images of self-emitted soft X- 739

rays from the interaction-region plasma were recorded using a fram- 740

ing camera (65, 66) configured with a two-strip microchannel plate 741

(MCP) (67) and a 50 μm pinhole array. The pinhole array was 742

situated 9.14 cm away from the center of the target and the main 743

detector at 27.4 cm, giving rise to a ×2 image magnification. A thin 744

filter composed of 0.5 μm polypropene and 150 nm of aluminum was 745

placed in front of the MCP, removing radiation with photon energy 746

� 100 eV. The MCP itself was operated with a 1 ns pulse-forming 747

module at a constant 400 V bias, and the two strips sequentially 748

gated: this allowed for two images (time-integrated over a 1 ns 749

interval) of the plasma at pre-specified times to be detected for 750

each experimental shot. Electrons exiting the MCP struck a phos- 751

phor plate, producing an optical image, which was recorded using 752

a 4096 × 4096 9-μm pixel charge-coupled-device (CCD) camera. 753

The chosen voltage bias was such that the response of the CCD 754

camera was linear and thus the relative counts of two given pixels 755

provided a measure of the relative (optical) intensity incident on 756

the CCD. To allow comparison between the X-ray images of the 757

interaction-region plasma at different stages of its evolution, the 758

framing-camera bias was fixed throughout the experiment and its 759

value optimized for probing the interaction-region plasma at peak 760

emission. Given this normalization and the measured signal-to- 761

noise ratio, the effective dynamic range of the camera was ∼100. 762

The frequency-response curves of various components of the X-ray 763

framing camera, along with the combined response, are shown in 764

Fig. S1a of the Supplementary Information. 765

Thomson-scattering diagnostic specifications. The Thomson- 766

scattering diagnostic employed a 30 J, frequency-doubled (526.5 767

nm) laser, which probed the plasma in a cylindrical volume with 768

cross-sectional area 50 μm2 and length 1.5 mm centered on the 769
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target’s center, which coincided with the target-chamber centre770

(TCC). The orientation of the scattering volume is shown in Fig.771

1. The scattered light was collected at scattering angle 63◦. As772

mentioned in Experimental Design, the Thomson-scattering signal773

was resolved spatially along the cylindrical scattering volume and774

integrated over the 1 ns duration of the laser pulse. The high-775

and low-frequency components of the spectrum were recorded776

separately using two distinct spectrometers; the separation was777

performed using a beam splitter.778

Thomson-scattering data analysis. To interpret the IAW and EPW779

features, a theory relating the scattered laser light detected at a780

particular wavelength – or, equivalently, frequency – to fundamental781

properties of the plasma is needed. For a given scattering vector782

k, it can be shown (68) that the spectrum I(k, ω) of the laser light783

scattered by the plasma at frequency ω is given by784

I(k, ω) = NeI0σTS(k, ω) , [7]785

where N is the total number of scattering electrons, I0 the intensity786

of the incident laser, σT ≡ (q2
e/mec)2 sin2 ϑT the Thomson cross-787

section for scattering by a free electron (qe is the elementary charge,788

me the electron mass, c the speed of light, and ϑT the angle between789

the direction of the electric field of the incident and scattered light),790

and791

S(k, ω) ≡ 1
2πNe

∫
dt exp [i(ω − ω0)t]〈ne(k, 0)ne(k, t)∗〉 [8]792

is the dynamic form factor (ω0 being the frequency of the incident793

light). Assuming that the distribution functions of the electrons794

and ions are close to shifted Maxwellian distributions, with electron795

number density ne, electron temperature Te, temperature Tj of796

ion species j, and bulk fluid velocity u, and also that the Debye797

length is λD � 10−6 cm (assumptions justified by Table S2 of the798

Supplementary Information), we find that α ≡ 1/kλD � 8 > 1;799

thus, we can employ the Salpeter approximation for the dynamic800

form factor (68):801

S(k, ω) ≈ 1
kvthe

Γα

(
ω̃ − ω0

kvthe

)
802

+
∑

j

Zj

kvthj

(
α2

1 + α2

)2

Γᾱj

(
ω̃ − ω0

kvthj

)
, [9]803

where ω̃ ≡ ω − k · u is the Doppler-shifted frequency, the sum is804

over all ion species in the plasma, Zj is the charge of ion species j,805

Γα(x) ≡
exp

(
−x2

)
√

π |1 + α2[1 + xZ(x)]|2
, [10]806

and ᾱj = Zjα2Te/Tj(1 + α2). The complex function Z(x) is the807

plasma dispersion function (69). For low-frequency fluctuations808

(in particular, ion-acoustic waves), ω − ω0 ∼ kvthj and so the809

first term on the right-hand side of [9] is small by a factor of810

O[Zi(meTi)1/2/(miTe)1/2] � 1 when compared to the second (this811

factor is indeed small provided the ion temperature Ti – assumed812

equal for all ion species – is comparable to the electron temperature);813

thus the shape of the low-frequency spectrum is dominated by the814

second term. For high-frequency fluctuations (electron plasma815

waves) satisfying ω − ω0 ∼ kvthe, the second term is smaller than816

the first by an exponential factor O[exp (−meTi/miTe)] � 1; thus817

the shape of the high-frequency spectrum is dominated by the first818

term. We conclude that we can relate physical properties of the819

plasma to the measured EPW and IAW features using fits given by820

the first and second terms of [9], respectively.821

However, for our experiment, there is a complication: the pres-822

ence of stochastic motions and density fluctuations. The presence of823

such fluctuations means that the bulk fluid velocity u and electron824

density ne are not necessarily fixed parameters inside the Thomson-825

scattering volume during the time-integrated measurement, but826

instead possess a range of values. To account for this range, we827

assume that fluctuations of velocity and density are isotropic and828

normally distributed, with means ū and n̄e, and standard deviations829

Δu and Δne, respectively. Under this assumption, the appropriate830

fit for the IAW feature is 831

SIAW(k, ω) ≈
√

3√
πΔu

∫
dŨ‖ exp

[
− 3(Ũ‖ − ū‖)2

Δu2

]
832

×
∑

j

Zj

kvthj

α4

(1 + α2)2 Γᾱj

(
ω − kŪ‖ − ω0

kvthj

)
, [11] 833

where ū‖ ≡ k̂ · u. For the EPW feature, we use 834

SEPW(k, ω) ≈ 1√
πΔne

∫
dñe exp

[
− (ñe − n̄e)2

Δn2
e

]
835

× 1
kvthe

Γα

(
ω − ω0

kvthe

)
. [12] 836

In spite of the seeming complexity of these equations, for a fully 837

ionized CH plasma the spectral shapes implied by [11] and [12] are 838

quite simple: a double peak structure, where the position and width 839

of the peaks depend on plasma parameters. For the IAW feature, 840

the distance between the peaks provides a measure of Te; the shift 841

in the position of the double-peaked spectrum with respect to the 842

incident probe beam’s frequency gives a measurement of the bulk 843

velocity ū‖; the width of both peaks is a function of both Ti and of 844

the small-scale stochastic velocity dispersion Δu. The effect of the 845

density on the shape of the IAW feature is negligible. For the EPW 846

feature, the opposite holds: the position of the peak is determined 847

by ne. The width of the peak is in general determined by a range 848

of factors – Landau damping, collisions and the range of fluctuating 849

densities Δne. For our experiment, both collisional broadening and 850

that by Landau damping are small (because kλe 	 1 and α2 	 1, 851

respectively), but the spread of densities can be significant. The 852

fitting procedure is described in the Supplementary Information. 853

Proton-imaging diagnostic specifications. The proton imaging diag- 854

nostic was implemented by imploding a D3He capsule (70): the 855

capsule (diameter 420 μm) is composed of 2 μm of SiO2 (coated 856

with aluminum), and filled with 18 atm D3He gas (6 atm D2 and 857

12 atm 3He). The capsule is imploded using 17, 270 J beams, each 858

with a 600 ps pulse length, and 1.82 mm defocus. This results in 859

the generation of ∼ 109 3.3 MeV and 15.0 MeV protons via nuclear 860

fusion reactions. These protons rapidly travel outward from the cen- 861

ter of the backlighter as a uniform spherical sheet, passing through 862

the plasma-filled volume, before reaching a detector composed of 863

interleaved metal sheets and solid-state nuclear track detector, CR- 864

39 (71) (chemical formula C12H18O7). The specific design of the 865

detector is as follows: 7.5 μm of tantalum, then 1.5 mm of CR-39, 866

then 150 μm of aluminum, and finally another 1.5 mm of CR-39. 867

This design ensures that 3.3 MeV protons are stopped in the first 868

layer of CR-39, and 15.0 MeV protons in the second; the tantalum 869

filter minimizes damage to the CR-39 resulting from X-rays. Highly 870

charged ions deposit the majority of their energy close to where they 871

are stopped completely, leaving small tracks of broken molecular 872

bonds. The positions of these tracks is determined by etching the 873

CR-39 for two to three hours in a 6N solution of sodium hydroxide, 874

yielding tracks with diameters ∼ 10 μm. An automated microscope 875

system records the location of tracks, before removing image defects 876

and counting the number of protons in preset bin sizes: the output 877

are proton (fluence) images. The robust design of the detector is 878

such that protons reaching the detector are recorded with close 879

to 100% efficiency. The dimensions of the imaging set-up are as 880

follows: the distance ri from the proton source to the center of the 881

target is ri = 1 cm, and the distance from the proton source to the 882

detector is 28 cm. The magnification of the imaging set-up is thus 883

×28. The geometry of the target is such that the line connecting 884

the center of the proton source to the target’s geometric center is at 885

an angle θp = 55◦ to the z axis. On account of the comparatively 886

large distance of the proton source from the target’s center (ri = 1 887

cm) compared to the transverse extent of the interaction-region 888

plasma (ln⊥ � 0.3 cm), which is centered on the target’s geometric 889

center, the deviation of the angle of any imaging proton passing 890

through the interaction region with respect to θp is � 6◦. 891
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